Company Introduction
Based in Adelaide, South Australia, Radical Torque Solutions Pty Ltd. is positioned to offer the highest level of
customer satisfaction in the industry. With Master Distributors in every State and Territory supported by an extensive
inventory of tools and parts we are confident that we have the right tool to meet your torque requirements and
exceed your expectations. With over 20 years of industry experience and knowledge, let Radical Torque Solutions
assist your organisation in improving productivity and safety by providing you with the lightest, fastest, and strongest
torque tools in the market. With all Master Distributors offering services including repair, calibration, rental and
product / application consultation you can be confident that with RAD there is a better way!

RAD Quality
Manufactured in Canada by New World Technologies Inc the RAD brand
of Pneumatic, battery powered and electronic pistol grip wrenches offer
a reliable and dependable solution for the installation and removal of
heavy-duty fasteners in a variety of industries that require accuracy,
power and safety.

Highest power-to-weight ratio of any power tool
All RAD torque guns are designed to deliver the highest power-to-weight
ratio of any torque tool on the market today, saving you time and money in
maintenance or production costs. The extremely high torque and constant
rotation make our tools ideal for virtually any bolting application you will
encounter. Equal power in both forward and reverse allows more diversity
for tough maintenance jobs.

Accuracy +/-5%, repeatability 2%
Every RAD torque wrench is individually calibrated and traceable to NATA
Standards to help ensure joint integrity. Our tools are many times more
accurate than impact wrenches and in many cases can be more precise than
click type manual torque wrenches, which are often over pulled by operators.

88 times less vibration than Impact wrenches...
Operates at only 85 dba
RAD torque guns are one of the safest power tools on the market today.
Our exclusive low profile reaction arm takes virtually all the operational
load off the operator, reducing injuries and greatly reducing operating
costs. Don’t wait for a time loss injury or legislation to force change in your
environment, RAD guns set the standard in bolting safety.

Precision Bolting driven by technology and design

